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Introduction and Purpose 
Since our inception as both a supply chain management research and social media firm, The 

Ferrari Consulting and Research Group has published a series of supply chain management 

focused annual predictions which are produced to advise our clients, sponsors and global 

supply chain management teams as to what to anticipate in the coming year.  

Our goal is to depict how likely global, regional, economic; industry and advanced technology 

trends will impact, and likely influence required supply chain management actions. They 

further provide the baseline of our added research and advisory topics during the coming 

year, along with continuous blog updates. 

The context of these predictions include a broad cross-functional umbrella of what is today 

considered supply chain management, and includes areas of leadership and strategy, product 

management, strategic sourcing and procurement, supply chain planning and customer 

fulfillment, manufacturing, logistics, transportation and customer service management. 

Background 
When the Covid-19 pandemic initially impacted global economies and businesses in the year 

2020, we indicated in our research advisories that the effects of the pandemic tested the 

resiliency, ingenuity and resourcefulness of supply chains when it counted most. One of the 

most valuable learnings of 2020 was the value that supply chains played for business 

performance along with the dedication of people in supporting supply chain customer 

fulfillment needs. 

In the year 2021, industry supply chains experienced a non-stop constant struggle in 

attempting to respond to overwhelming product demands, component shortfalls, explosive 

inbound materials cost increases and continuous global transportation disruptions. They were 

brought about not only by the persistent and recurring spread of Covid-19 infections globally, 

but also significant storms and natural disasters, a one-week blockage of one of world’s most 

transited shipping canals, followed by complete disarray among global shipping schedules. 

The year 2021 provided the catalyst for exposing pre-pandemic risk exposures related to 

global based outsourcing, global transportation stakeholder conflicts and the need for added 

skills-based training and retention needs among multiple businesses.  
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As December 2021 ended, over 100 container ships remained queued across the Pacific Ocean 

seeking to be processed by the major U.S. West Coast ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. 

Average transit times from Asia to U.S. West Coast ports was exceeding three months, not 

including inland logistics delays. The cost for shipping a container on this same routing 

exceeded $14,000. 

While 2020 was depicted as supply chain’s finest hour, 2021 will be depicted as supply chain’s 

succumbing to multiple outside in and inside-out challenges all occurring simultaneously.  

The year further provided added meaning to how critical supply chain performance can be to 

global and domestic economies, and to direct impacts to overall business performance. Not a 

week passed without a supply chain related headline garnering financial, business and general 

media headlines. Global populations and consumers now have a deeper understanding of the 

strategic importance and reliance of supply chain capabilities, not only as a basis for 

providing needed goods and services on a timely basis but also on impacts to sustainability 

and social responsibility needs across the globe. 

Executive Summary and Themes for 2022 

Our prior predictions research advisory published in January 2021 called for an overall theme 

of Renewal, manifested by New Thinking, Definition and Directions for what is required in a 

“new normal” of business. What 2021 turned out to be was an extreme test of the added risk 

exposures that globalization and existing supply chain complexity have brought to the fore.  

The vulnerabilities and lack of coordination among global and domestic inter-modal 

transportation and logistics movements has been a painful learning that will garner private 

industry and governmental attention. The notions of “new normal” became brutally clear, 

and likely extreme. The Economist’s year-end editorial titled, The new normal is already 

here. Get used to it, summarized the year 2021 events as: “..it’s time to face the world’s 

predictable unpredictability.” 

While some industry supply chain management leaders may seek to, once again, categorize 

2021 as an extreme outlier, that, from our lens, would not be wise. It is rather a call to 

action from a number of dimensions. 

The basis of our Ferrari Consulting and Research Group 2022 Predictions for Industry and 

Global Supply Chains are that the theme of Renewal has now shifted toward one of 

Reexamination. 

The supply chain challenges that occurred in 2021 are not going away and will linger well into 

2022. In areas such as global and domestic transportation disruptions, semiconductor 

component shortages, and explosive cost increases will likely spill over to 2023.  

Elements of high uncertainty remain, especially in the potential emergence of new Covid-19 

variants such as the Omicron variant that began to come to the forefront in late 2021. 
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Supply chain leaders will and should be part of such discussions. Management and broader 

business education remains essential. 

The mission for businesses and their supply chain teams is 2022 and beyond will be in seeking 

ways to build enhanced agility, resiliency and reduced risk factors across supply chain mission 

critical processes. More actively addressing enhanced digital and physical multi-tier 

information visibility, workforce shortages, and supply chain transformational needs are the 

agenda, and as such, should draw more active sponsorship and visibility of C-Suite executives.  

An added concern to note are challenges for small and medium businesses that do not have 

the clout, resources, influence or leverage of larger online retailers and global manufacturers 

in mitigating various risk factors including inflationary inbound materials and services cost 

increases. This will be of particular concern in the coming year and likely the flashpoint for 

any governmental actions in the coming year. 
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Global Economic, Financial and Manufacturing Outlooks 

Various economic, financial and global-wide manufacturing and supply chain outlooks indicate 

a forthcoming year of uncertainty brought about by the continued effects of the pandemic, 

along with ongoing supply chain shocks. 

International Monetary Fund World Economic Outlook 

The International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook published in October 2021 

included a theme that while the global recovery continues, momentum has weakened and 

remains hobbled by effects of the pandemic. Further noted was that: “Overall, risks to 

economic prospects, and policy trade-offs have become more complex.” 

The report forecasted the global economy to grow 5.9 percent in 2021 and revert back to 4.9 

percent in 2022. The 2021 forecast was revised downward for advanced economies due to 

supply disruptions, and for developing countries worsening pandemic conditions.  

The IMF report also cited elevated levels of uncertainty indicating: “Overall, the balance of 

risks for growth is tilted to the downside. Risks surround rising inflation, the duration of 

ongoing supply disruptions and the eventual path of the pandemic” 

The IMF opined that more sustained price pressures and rising inflation would prompt a 

faster-than-anticipated monetary normalization among advanced economies, in other words, 

more economic intervention by fiscal policy and banking interests.  

The report expressed the urgent priority in slowing the rise in global temperatures and the 

growing economic and adverse health effects of climate change. 

OECD December 2021 Global Economic Forecast 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) December 2021 
forecast. warned that while the global economy continues to recover there remains much 
uncertainty heading into 2022. The agency forecast called for global GDP growth of 5.6 
percent in 2021, moderating downward to 4.5 percent growth in 2022, and to 3.2 percent by 
2023. The report indicated that while most advanced economies are projected to return to 
their pre-pandemic output levels by 2023, they will do so with higher debt loads and inflation 
rates than pre-pandemic levels. In the latter inflation category, among OECD economies, 
annual consumer price inflation is expected to peak this year but remain above pre-pandemic 
levels for the next three years. 

Business CFO Sentiment 

In December of 2021, the most pressing concerns among multi-industry Chief Financial 
Officer’s (CFOs) centered around labor availability, cost pressures and inflation, and supply-
chain disruption. 
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The CFO Survey, a collaboration of Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business and the 

Federal Reserve Banks of Richmond and Atlanta indicated in its Q4-2021 update that the most 

pressing concerns among Chief Financial Officer’s (CFOs) centered around labor availability, 

cost pressures, inflation, and supply-chain disruption. Almost 90 percent of firms reported 

larger-than-normal cost increases, reflecting a sharp rise from the second quarter of 2021.  

The reported sentiment was that most CFO’s anticipated cost increases will last into 2023. To 

manage rising costs, firms reportedly favored two strategies. First, the overwhelming 

majority of firms experiencing cost pressures are passing on at least some of these cost 

increases to customers through higher prices. Second, firms pointed to absorbing cost 

increases, including reducing margins, reducing costs in other areas, eliminating or 

substituting product offerings, adding contingency clauses into contracts, and turning down 

work. 

The above sentiment data would indicated that industry supply chain teams should plan for 

added inbound and outbound cost increases to continue into 2022. Among survey respondents 

in the fourth quarter, the mean expectation for real GDP growth over the next four quarters 

was 3.1 percent. That number is below that of the economic forecasts noted above. 

How CFOs will respond to added needs for supply chain physical and technology investments 

will be likely on a business-by-business or specific industry perspective. This data does 

reinforce that CFO’s will remain actively engaged in supply chain strategy and tactical 

planning activity in the coming year in order to better plan for business metric performance 

Global Manufacturing and Supply Chain Activity 

The J.P. Morgan Global Manufacturing PMI® report, a composite index produced by J.P. 

Morgan and IHS Markit, tracked sideways during the last three months of 2021, with a 

reported value of 54.2 for the month of December 2021. The overall average of this global 

index was 54.2 in the final quarter, closing up 0.4 percentage points from the year earlier 

December 2020 value of 53.8. The December report indicated that while the global 

manufacturing sector ended 2021 on a positive note, inflationary pressures remained elevated 

globally and that average vendor delivery times lengthened to the greatest extent in this 

survey’s history. A question mark for 2022 was the rapid spread of the Covid-19 Omicron 

variant around the world and whether it would further impact shortages of labor and 

manufacturing components.  
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Historic Snapshot- Key Business and Supply Chain Focused Indices 

 

Equities

Dow Jones Industrial Average- DJIA 23327 28538 30606 36338 18.7% 7.2% 18.3%

S&P 500 Index 2506 3231 3756 4766 26.9% 16.2% 22.4%

Nasdaq Composite 6635 8973 12888 15645 21.4% 43.6% 26.1%

Key Interest Rates

Federal Funds Target Rate (FFTR) 2.50% 1.75% 0.25% 0.25% 0.0% -85.7% -42.9%

U.S. Prime Rate 5.50% 4.75% 3.25% 3.25% 0.0% -31.6% -15.8%

Currency Markets

Wall Street Journal U.S. Dollar Index $96.47 $89.47 $89.60 $95.67 6.8% 0.1% -7.8%

Value of Euro to U.S. Dollar $1.14 $1.12 $1.23 $1.13 -8.1% 9.8% -1.8%

Value of U.S. Dollar to China Yuan $6.88 $6.96 $6.54 $6.37 -2.6% -6.0% 1.1%

Key Commodity and Energy Markets

Dow Jones Commodity Index-TR 260.28 286.63 277.00 363.77 31.3% -3.4% 9.2%

S&P GSCI Index (Rounded Value) 374 440 408 561 37.5% -7.3% 15.0%

USD Price of Brent Crude (per BBL) $53.80 $68.60 $51.17 $77.94 52.3% -25.4% 21.6%

U.S. Avg. Retail Price Diesel (per gal.) $3.12 $3.07 $2.63 $3.64 38.4% -14.3% -1.6%

U.S. Avg. Retail Price Gasoline (per gal.) $2.65 $2.57 $2.24 $3.40 51.8% -12.8% -3.1%

Global Supply Chain Activity

J.P. Morgan Global Manufacturing PMI 51.5 50.1 53.8 54.2 0.7% 7.4% -2.8%

World Container Index - Drewry 

Shipping Consultants (Eight major 

routes to/from the U.S., Europe and 

Asia) $1,793 $1,832 $4,359 $9,304 113.4% 137.9% 2.1%  
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Ten Detailed Predictions for 2022 

Included in this outlook focused research advisory are ten specific predictions for the coming 

year. 

 

2021 Prediction One- With Elements of Uncertainty Continuing, the Supply Chain Challenges 

and Disruptions That Occurred in 2021 Will Linger Well into 2022, and Some Will Extend Into 

2023. 

 

Perspective 

With the sudden emergence of the new and more contagious Covid-19 Omicron variant at the 
end of 2021, and with the bulk of the global populations not fully vaccinated, there is a 
discernable concern that continued supply network, operational and transportation 
disruptions will permeate the coming year.  

Much will depend on the extent of which global health agencies and various countries can 

scale the administration of effective vaccines among unvaccinated nations or make available 

new oral therapeutics. A further cited dependency stems from the notions of population 

fatigue after two past years of disease outbreaks. Policies and augmented measures from 

governments and global health agencies concerning administration of vaccine and face mask 

mandates, testing regimes or restrictions in gatherings will loom important. The positive news 

is that much learning has occurred since the global-wide pandemic first began in 2020, and 

that includes global supply chain participants.  

Global and Domestic Transportation Disruptions and Eroded Service Levels 

As December 2021 ended, over 100 container ships remained queued across the Pacific Ocean 

seeking to be processed by the major U.S. West Coast ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. 

This condition serves as the fitting conclusion to a year that included a nonstop continuous 

series of transportation and logistics focused disruption. 

Events began earlier in the year, with severe winter storms impacting Western Europe and 

major portions of the United States including wide portions of Texas and Oklahoma. In March, 

the Black Swan event involving the accidental grounding of one of the largest container ships 

in the middle of the Suez Canal set off a consequent backlog of most all global shipping, 

which effects and consequences continued for the rest of the year. 

Throughout the year, consumers primarily among developed nations exercised continuous 

demand for pandemic related product needs such as home office furnishings, personal 

computers, exercise equipment and needed health supplies. Global production levels soared 

throughout 2021, but the result was extraordinary demand meeting severely constrained 

supply and disrupted transportation capacity.  
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Industry participants and observers are of the view that transportation and logistics 

disruptions will continue into 2022, and supply chain teams will again have to manage these 

constraints. 

Global Economic and Financial Forecasts 

Highlights of economic forecasts from both the IMF and the OECD point to moderating global 

output for the coming year, extending into 2023. We highlighted this sentiment in our 

synopsis of global economic forecasts.  

CFO and C-Suite sentiment data indicate that businesses will continue to pass along the 

majority of input price increases for direct materials costs in continuing end product price 

increases. At the same time, CFO’s will likely seek to reduce costs in other areas, eliminating 

or substituting product offerings, adding contingency clauses into supplier or customer 

contracts. Data would also indicate that CFO’s will remain concerned with the loss of skilled 

talent, and support evidence-based needs for added compensation levels. The offset will 

likely be added automation applied to certain manual intensive business process areas.  

We therefore predict that supply chain disruptions, cost inflation and uncertainty will 

continue to permeate into 2022 before they get better. 

Heed the lessons of the 2020/2021 disruptions in contingency planning, workforce safety 

measures and added use of virtual systems tools. 

 

2022 Prediction Two- Restoring More Direct Control in Strategic and Tactical Direct Material 
Sourcing Will be the Driving Force for Businesses and their Supply Chain Management Teams 
in the Coming Year. 
 

Perspective 

The year 2021 provided companies as well as government policy makers considerable painful 

evidence to the inherent vulnerabilities of globally extended and highly complex supply 

chains and of the needs among businesses to be able to better respond to major product 

demand and supply shocks. 

A recent McKinsey survey of supply chain leaders stated that 93 percent of respondents had 

indicated that the Covid-19 crisis had exposed challenges within their global manufacturing 

and supply chain footprints. By the middle of 2021, only 15 percent had reportedly made 

necessary structural changes in sourcing strategies. 
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With the new year, direct material input costs will continue to be high, or perhaps higher, 

depending on industry segment. Some will continue to be passed on in higher end-item pricing 

while other portions will have to absorbed or offset by cost reductions in other areas. 

We predict that efforts in the coming year will include added defensive moves in assuring 

more reliable supply of key components such as semiconductor devices, electronics 

components, raw materials and other deemed essential inbound direct material needs. Such 

moves may be interim term, tactical or longer-term. Reliable supply of key commodities 

which is often planned in a tactical lens will likely take on more strategic dimensions. 

In prior years, companies tended to be cautious, and not inclined to make sudden sourcing 

moves related to materials sourcing. Rather, strategies tended to multi-year transition 

timelines. Neither were intentions to have direct control of manufacturing and lower-tiered 

supply networks. We believe that this will change in 2022 since in some industries, what 

transpired in 2021 will drive a more compelling agenda for direct control, even if it involves 

some added materials and margin costs. That stated, efforts directed at in-house sourcing and 

nearshoring of direct materials will remain selective and opportunistic, aligned with an 

overall supply network resiliency strategy that weights overall product margin costs with 

needs for added control. 

While some companies are highly dependent on China or Asia centric supply networks, forms 

of a China plus one sourcing strategy are going to be more compelling. 

Revisiting of Vertical Integration 

These are signs of revisiting forms of vertical integration, but more weighted toward supply 

network risk mitigation or avoidance. Similar to practices that occur in high tech supply 

networks, primary manufacturers can elect to take on more direct control of longer-term 

supply contracting of deemed strategic components, even though these components may be 

consumed by contracted suppliers or contract manufacturing services providers. There are 

additional considerations relative to balancing domestic, nearshored or global sourcing 

strategies.  

This was the principal vulnerability of global automotive manufacturers in 2021 when 

available semiconductor capacity was contracted away to other industries in mid and late 

2020 prompting significant production cutbacks of finished autos and trucks. With 

semiconductor producers indicating that the global demand and supply imbalance will likely 

remain for most of the coming year, this area will be a key focus for automotive and other 

industries. While global automotive designers and manufacturers can ill afford to take on the 

sole development and cost burdens of semiconductor fabrication and packaging, the industry 

will more than likely institute long-term supply agreements directly with semiconductor 

producers, pooling supply needs from a consortium of brands. 
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In the latter part of 2021, actions by some companies among other industry settings were in 

acquiring key supplier capabilities of deemed key suppliers. Other moves were in assessing 

options in moving outsourced production or services to more direct in-house control. Two 

retailers elected to acquire specialty fulfillment logistics and last-mile services providers to 

garner more direct control of the brand and customer experience. We predict more of these 

types of actions in the coming year. 

Geo-Political Developments, Global Warming and Hybrid Industrial Policies 

A further consideration in the coming year is in weighting the probabilities that in all 

likelihood, government actions for what are described as hybrid forms of industrial or supply 

network sourcing policies, aligned to national security needs, being the basis of policy and 

legislation. These efforts are already percolating within the European Union, the United 

States and Canada. China already practices forms of governmental industrial policy in the 

notions of fostering a global export economy but at the same time, avoiding any global 

dependence on essential raw material and commodity needs. 

Such forces have surfaced with the realization that supplies of needed critical drugs, 

medicines and personal protective medical supplies had a heavy reliance on China and Asia 

based producers, and not readily available during recent global-wide medical emergencies. 

They have since been expanded to domestic sourcing considerations for semiconductor 

devices, critical electronic components, lithium-ion batteries, solar collection or other forms 

of alternative energy supply components. The Biden Administration and European Union are 

each signaling added moves in such directions, and supply management teams will be 

assessing the likely implications in the coming months. 

Global economists and think tanks are further coming to a consensus that a long-term 

decoupling between the U.S. and China relative to strategic and tactical supply network 

dependencies is more in the cards. That will provide a further weighting for strategic sourcing 

strategies in the coming months and years. 

Finally, a prediction relative to geo-political forces and industrial policy has to factor the 

possibilities or likelihood of a scenario where China elects to invade Taiwan. While we are 

certainly not qualified to weigh in on the timing likelihood, experts in this area tend to 

predict that the probability of such an occurrence occurring over the next 2-3 years is 

something to factor. Suffice to state that the ongoing military provocations that continue to 

occur across Taiwan air space are the basis of an enhanced conflict risk if a mistake were to 

occur on either side. The implications of such an event on high tech, consumer electronics, 

automotive and other industry supply chains would be highly significant given the island’s 

strategic presence in industry technology development and sourcing networks. 
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2022 Prediction Three- Talent Recruitment and Retention Strategies Take Center Stage, 

Augmented by More Selective Process Automation Strategies. 

 

Perspective 

Existing talent recruitment, retention and management processes need reexamination in 

2022. Challenges existed in such areas prior to the global pandemic and have since, grown 

more concerning, especially in supply chain transportation, logistics and operational areas.  

The termed “Great Resignation” effect has led to millions of workers resigning from 

employment positions. Data provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates that in 

September of 2021, 4.4 million workers, amounting to 3 percent of the U.S. workforce, 

voluntarily left their positions, the highest since the government began tracking departure 

data in the year 2000. Yet in November 2021, there were a reported 11.2 million job openings 

in the United States, exceeding the 7.4 million classified unemployed workers. 

The challenge is not solely in the United States. In October 2021, Politico Europe cited data 

collated by the OECD indicating that of the 38 member countries of advanced industrial 

countries, about 20 million fewer workers reside in the workforce than before the coronavirus 

struck. Of these 20 million, 14 million reportedly have exited the labor market, being 

classified as ‘not working’ and ‘not looking for work’. 

The post pandemic product demand surges that occurred throughout 2021 as well as long 

hours of work under restricted conditions and personal health concerns have led to even more 

concerning front-line worker shortages. They have brought forward the existence of 

significant qualified worker shortages across many supply chain occupational areas. 

In late December 2021, Bloomberg cited data from the International Road Transport Union, 

indicating that upwards of one-fifth of all global professional truck driving jobs are unfilled, 

despite many employers offering increased wages. Some pockets of global shipping are 

sounding the warning bell about future hiring and labor contract renewal prospects for 

seafaring mariners. 

In 2021, large employers responded with added hourly compensation and expanded employee 

benefits, including sign-on bonuses. That impacted other employers in the economy, 

especially small and medium businesses who lacked the financial resources to match such 

increases.  

Survey data increasingly reinforce that operational workers sense more of a transactional 

relationship with employers rather than one of a purpose and appreciation of the work 

performed. Employer practices that may mandate salaried workers returning to offices 2022 

raise additional worker concerns for administering to needed child or family care, or in 

seeking more quality-of-life dimensions in terms of shunning relocation decisions. 
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The events of 2021 have brought forward the realization at all levels that workforce talent 

recruitment and retention have become one of the weakest and more concerning links in the 

ability to transform supply chains in 2022 and beyond.  

In short, businesses and associated supply chain management teams have the opportunity and 

means to become a broader recognized employer of choice, attracting a more diverse 

workforce and in fostering a valued work environment. 

Added Specific Predictions 

Our prediction is that this inflection point will require reexamination of ongoing hiring, 

training, and retention strategies augmented by business-wide multi-functional collaboration, 

support programs and added tools. The effects of the great resignation will remain in 2022 

and lead to a highly competitive environment for the most skilled talent. They will likely 

require a comprehensive reassessment of business and industry focused compensation, 

benefit, employee career planning and other human resource management practices.  

For several years we have advocated that businesses and their supply chain management 

teams adopt a skills-based hiring and ongoing performance assessment process. This is 

different than a traditional job description focused on a specific job. We believe that supply 

chain and human resource managers will be more attuned to such needs. This will further 

require a review of existing worker recruitment software automation practices that are often 

geared toward achieving a match to a specific job description vs. a set of desired skills and 

background. 

The notions of a “gig worker” or independent contractor economy will come under added 

scrutiny by workers and by government regulators, and this will especially apply to certain 

supply chain management focused operational roles. There will be needs for creating more 

broadly defined operational positions that provide career ladder progression, or additional 

responsibility and compensation levels for a similar operational position. 

The notions of fostering diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) in broader dimensions of supply 

chain management workforce development is now an imperative in the ability to be viewed 

and accepted as an employer of choice. This will be a key to foster employee beliefs that jobs 

are not just transactional and can lead to opportunities for innovation and career progression. 

Supplemental Automation of Work Practices 

We predict that added labor and workforce retention costs will compel businesses to adopt 

specifically targeted business process automation strategies. Not to do so would risk continual 

labor shortages. The need is to free existing workers from day-to-day transactional into more 

analytical and insights-driven work activities, hence the strategy is one of targeted 

supplemental automation. 
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2022 Prediction Four: Cybersecurity Defenses and Response Will Remain an Essential 

Requirement in Assuring Product Demand and Supply Network Business Continuity. 

 

Prediction Overview 

In our 2019 and 2020 predictions research advisories, we have included a prediction relative 

to the increased vulnerability of businesses and global supply chain networks to cyber threats 

and the consequent business disruption or continuity risks. Since that time hackers have 

especially targeted supply chain IT infrastructure and application systems because of the 

number of potential vulnerabilities in entry points or lax defenses. 

While IT organizations generally hold responsibility for overall data and systems security, 

cross functional supply chain, procurement and product management teams have a critical 

role to play in ensuring that business processes, employee and supplier practices adhere and 

are managed to the highest cyber security standards. 

Our belief is that the year 2022 will present added challenges as the sophistication of bad or 

nation state actors, and the effects of pandemic driven disruption continue to make 

businesses more vulnerable and subject to cyberattacks. The United Nations has already 

indicated that incidents of cybercrime were up over 600 percent during the pandemic. 

Hybrid work environments that include teams working remotely and needing desktop or 

mobile access to mission critical supply chain software applications adds to the threat 

landscape. As more businesses adopt Cloud-based applications as part of their digital 

transformation strategies, cybersecurity becomes a joint responsibility in detection, response 

and ongoing mitigation capabilities  

Specific Predictions 

Companies that are fulfilling product and services requirements for military defense, 

government agencies or aerospace technology providers such as aircraft will especially 

encounter stepped-up compliance and mitigation policies in the coming year. Industries 

delivering deemed strategic products in a nation’s economic growth and welfare will be 

presented with enhanced policies and directives related to the protection of data and 

information, as well as stepped-up enforcement for reporting of incidents. 

Newer forms of threats now include cyber criminals taking advantage of increased 

occurrences of more pronounced national disasters such as severe storms, health emergencies 

or transport delays to prey on system and IT infrastructure vulnerabilities. An added threat is 

in targeting companies or technology providers undergoing M&A, spin-offs or SPAC activities 

when due diligence in data security measures may become lax or falling through the cracks. 

Security experts further indicate that as cyberattack and ransomware incidents continue in 

frequency and scope, the ability of businesses to obtain necessary cyber security liability 
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insurance is becoming much more difficult or constrained, given the amount of losses paid out 

by liability insurance carriers over the past year. This can result in more out-of-pocket costs 

for businesses, not only in ransomware demands, but in consequent impacts to the business in 

lost sales or customers. The ability to garner cyber liability insurance may well be predicated 

on increased security and mitigation measures on the part of businesses and their supply 

chain management teams.  

Small and medium businesses will especially encounter the threats and business consequences 

of cyberattacks since bad actors know that such organizations lack the IT worker resources 

and budget for data and system security measures.  

As noted in Prediction Three, cybersecurity threat detection, response and ongoing mitigation 

also has a dependency on the availability of skilled IT and cybercrime detection talent among 

both cyber security specialist services firms and business. 

A further dependency will be on the ability of Cloud infrastructure hosting and applications 

software providers to continually augment their data security measures with advanced 

technologies. In December 2021, a major systems security flaw in widely utilized software, 

termed Log4j was revealed, making many systems vulnerable to hackers. 

In mid-December 2021, a ransomware attack affected Cloud provider Kronos, one of U.S.’ 

largest online human resources and payroll administration providers. The outage involving the 

Kronos Private Cloud application affected a large amount of multi-industry customers and 

may have exposed sensitive employee data. Restoration of services was expected to extend 

for several weeks.  

 

2022 Prediction Five- More Accelerated Efforts Applied to Targeted Business and Supply 
Chain Digital Transformation Process Needs. 
 

Perspective 

In our supply chain predictions advisory for the year 2021, we included our prediction that 
there would be discernable acceleration of supply chain digital transformation initiatives, but 
in the context of business-driven objectives. We did so because the impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic in the year 2020 provided stark and painful evidence of the need for certain 
business processes to have far more digitally based capabilities in access to technology, 
software applications and digitally based team collaboration tools. A further awareness 
stemmed from the increased needs for having access to data and insights related to actual 
physical conditions, as well as digital Cloud based applications collecting data across product 
demand and supply networks. 
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True to form, crisis provides opportunities for accelerating transformational needs, 

specifically abilities to leverage a digital backbone of capabilities supported by appropriate 

technologies. Digitally native companies continue to disrupt the competitive stakes among 

specific industries. They were better prepared to quickly adapt to needs for teams having to 

work from home and access operational systems for essential data gathering and decision-

making. There is now building evidence that companies that began investing in elements of 

supply chain digital transformation prior to the pandemic fared better in abilities to pivot 

business models than organizations that did not.  

The added events of 2021 provided more compelling evidence that organizations that 

previously invested in such capabilities, were better able to pivot and respond to the multiple 

disruptive and changing events that occurred in 2021. Some businesses and their supply chain 

management teams were able to better respond to new product and market opportunities, as 

well as abilities to readily respond in supporting continually changing customer and key 

supplier needs. 

For some companies prior to and leading up to the pandemic, vision, culture and workforce 

readiness were often cited as challenges and digital transformation took a back seat to more 

compelling business and functional priorities. There is now a wider sense of observation that 

the added shocks of 2021 have now presented a more compelling business case for business 

transformation. Our belief is that momentum will increase in 2022 and will focus on broader 

as well as select targeted business and supply chain digital transformational needs.  

A further consideration is a collective sense that many CEOs are now more actively involved in 

sponsoring and shepherding digital transformation changes, including allocating funds and 

resources to springboard such efforts. They do so with the awareness that failure to do so will 

place their business and associated supply networks at a significant competitive disadvantage.  

Added Predictions 

We predict that an added challenge or opportunity in 2022 will be in targeting and balancing 

digital process transformational needs in either supply chain operational execution or parallel 

to supply chain planning and advanced analytics decision-making areas. Firms will encounter 

needs relative to both areas. Much will depend on business and customer priorities. 

Dependence on Data Management Transformation 

While there currently exists a significant amount of technology marketing focused on 

enhancing end-to-end supply chain visibility, supply chain organizations remain drowning in 

too much data, likely in analysis of past transactional vs. a data management strategy that is 

focused on generating needed insights to what is likely to occur. 
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For 2022, we are adding an additional separate prediction (Prediction Six) specifically focused 

on our anticipation that transformational efforts directed at enterprise-wide data collection 

and management will come to the forefront in the coming year. 

We are doing so because of our observation that needs for data management transformation 

are a key enabler to overall digital process transformation. What is needed is an 

organizational-wide awareness to the realities that data is changing at a faster pace than 

ever, and that overall digital transformational of processes is more highly dependent on 

dynamic forms of streaming vs. static transactional data flows. 

 

2022 Prediction Six-Companies Will Exercise a More Forward-Looking, Multi-Layered Based 
Data Management and Advanced Analytics Capabilities. 

Perspective 

There is now increased realization that organizations are collecting too much of the wrong 

data that has generally been focused on historic, transactional based trending, and not 

forward-looking data grounded in predictive and prescriptive driven decision-making needs. 

Much frustration has been directed at the realization that businesses and their supply chain 

management teams cannot successfully accelerate supply chain digital transformation without 

having addressed a multi-layered data management and advanced analytics set of capabilities 

that is both forward looking in perspective with more leveraged use of streaming data 

generated from a variety of Cloud based and existing legacy systems. 

This is an approach for empowering individual workers and work teams in the ability to 

conduct their own analysis of information and data insights utilizing Cloud based analytics 

software tools that pre-integrate connections to data and information. Such applications now 

come with ready-to-use data flows as well as built-in advanced analytics capabilities. They 

are designed to empower users more easily with inherent data science technology. 

The goal should be to inform planning and operational teams as to what are the most 

important and impactful actions needing to occur in the context of specific customer and 

business support needs. Rather than a focus on assembling and managing internally generated 

data in the context of key performance indicators, it is a focus MIT Professor David Simchi 

Levi describes as key performance predictors (KPP), namely sensing and identifying what is 

likely to occur in specific time dimensions, and what demand or supply network actions will 

best buffer the impacts 

This is about responding to the critical imperative for instilling data and information driven 

decision-making processes among business processes and having a meaningful advanced 

supply chain analytics and architecture roadmap that will provide the ongoing foundation for 

supply chain digital transformation of business processes. Previous existing approaches have 
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manifested specialized in-house IT or data management teams serving as gateways to 

particular predictive or prescriptive insight request needs.. Instead, multi-layered data 

management capabilities form the basis of what is increasingly being termed as a system of 

insights, layered across various internal and external data streams, which operational and 

planning teams can leverage and build upon with human conversational of direct system 

interaction. 

Individual Predictions 

The year 2022 will be the advent of what Procter & Gamble has successfully deployed as 

“Citizen Data Analysts” across operational, procurement, planning, customer service and 

other supply chain and product management functions. This is described as analyst/developer 

conceived analytics and decision-making capabilities, pre-integrated by either technology 

providers or in-house analysts, anchored in advanced levels of visualization tools, geared 

toward analyzing continuous real-time data streaming data at scale.  

It will further require a different perspective for supply chain and IT teams, an emphasis for 

investing in required data insights. This needs to be differentiated from that of seeking higher 

levels of end-to-end supply chain visibility. The data and insights that are streaming from 

multiple sources must be in-turn, funneled to forms of performance predictors. An analogy 

that might describe this set of capabilities is when Amazon informs a customer at time of 

order when to expect the ordered goods, when an order has actually shipped from the 

fulfilment facility, when it is expected to arrive, and consequently in the overall process, 

real-time data indicating the number of stops and distinct time bracket to expect delivery, 

including a photo image of the package that was delivered. This is all accomplished with 

streaming multi-layered data with context to actual on the ground movements. 

Data management, analysis and insight capabilities will increasingly be leveraged by purpose-

built efforts for linking insights and information relationships among internal, outside-in 

focused external and physically deployed supply chain processes and contextual business wide 

and external information sources. It will include both structured and unstructured data 

sources. Some have defined such efforts as fostering a “systems of insights” capability. This 

area will garner significant benefit moving forward with the added support of AI/ML based 

technology, but such approaches will require high quality raw data, both structured and 

unstructured, to foster software learning and insights. 

Expect technology providers to increasingly pre-integrate foundational capabilities in data-

and electronic flows, allowing citizen data analysts to then leverage broader use among 

various business process and decision-making needs. An example of one tech provider with 

such an approach is that of Oracle.  

As with all planning and decision-making support applications, ease-of-use is crucial a 

consideration. Some rightfully argue that ease of use is the most crucial determinant to 
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decision-making enhancements. Data management technology providers should expect that 

technology selection teams will weigh not only pre-built business performance indicators and 

information dashboards, but increasingly conversational based interaction with collected 

data, allowing for interactive dialogue of a system of insights to help users refine their 

requests or better context the specific information desired. This implies that a sole tools-

based approach will not garner market attention. 

 

2022 Prediction Seven- Expect an Added Investment Boom in Supply Chain Focused 
Technology and Software, Both in Market Consumption, Equity Investment and M&A 
Dimensions. 
 

Perspective 

During the year 2021, there was an avalanche of equity investment funding plowed into 

supply chain focused technology either in new start-ups, in business funding expansion, or in 

added M&A activity among existing technology providers. The Wall Street Journal, citing data 

published by PitchBook Data, Inc., indicated that logistics technology focused startups raised 

$24.3 billion in venture funding in the first three quarters of 2021. Such efforts increased the 

valuation of such firms to very lofty levels. Much of this investment is targeted at supply 

chain logistics, operations and execution processes and decision-making.  

Investment firm Bessemer Partners has declared that: “supply chain digitization has reached 

a tipping point, coupled with macro tailwinds that will drive a new wave of data 

infrastructure, workflow automation and collaborative platforms.” We tend to concur.  

The coming year will further provided increased cycles of ongoing continuous development 

within supply chain management focused applications from the major Cloud based 

applications providers including Oracle and SAP SE. We anticipate that such development 

activity will continue with additional monies flowing into what are perceived as key market 

growth categories. 

Specific Predictions  

Heightened Investment Cycle 

Across specific business and industry segments, we anticipate an accelerated investment 

cycle to spur on supply chain business process digital transformation and supply network 

resiliency needs for specific scope supply chain operational, planning, or customer service 

business processes. 

While that would be positive news for technology providers, accelerated timetables and 

expectations will lead to meaningful change management challenges that will need to be 
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addressed and successfully navigated. Thus, niche supply chain centric system integration 

firms, or technology providers themselves, that have acquired intimate knowledge of supply 

chain focused business process, software landscapes and change management processes of 

most benefit will be the beneficiaries of this 2022 cycle. 

Suffice to again state, market demand for big-bang, broad scope transformation efforts 

involving multiple cross-functional business transformation remains of little interest because 

of the disruptive risk and overall cost factors. Instead, businesses will seek a time-phased 

roadmap of transformational capabilities that extend into multi-year dimensions. 

Workforce Automation 

An area of added technology adoption is likely to be workforce automation specifically 

applied production, customer fulfillment or transactional workflow operational support 

processes. The emphasis will be on automation of mundane processes, enhancing 

interactions, accuracy and overall productivity of existing workers. The goal should be 

enhancing an employee’s interactions and skills enhancement in leveraging advanced 

technology vs. wholesale replacement. Rather than whole facility automation, an emphasis on 

modular, more agile automation that can support various volume peaks or valleys that can 

lead to a more flexible and multi-dimensional operational workforce requirement will be 

evident. This will include broader application of robots as a service or other time-based 

technology subscription deployment. Artificial Intelligence and machine learning based 

knowledge acquisition and retention systems to either preserve and automate business 

process intelligence and aide employee knowledge in specific operational or planning decision 

making needs will have added interest 

Heightened M&A Activities 

We predict a heightened cycle of M&A activity in 2022 directed at specific attractive market 

segments, especially those related to supply chain logistics, multi-modal supply chain 

movement coordination and online focused order fulfillment. Among existing technology 

providers, we anticipate further moves to either acquire competitors, key customer segments 

or broadening of supply chain business process support offerings. Certain ones will likely 

involve very large and high visibility technology providers. Existing logistics technology start-

ups will undergo added scrutiny on revenue and margin performance from investors seeking 

short-term performance.  

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Adoption 

We anticipate added adoption of AI/ML enabled processes directed at compelling needs in 

supply chain knowledge acquisition, advanced analytics and decision making, and in select 

process automation needs. However, the technology should not be viewed as a panacea for 

solving multiple process needs. As noted in a prior prediction, the existence of multi-layered 
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based data management and advanced analytics capabilities are the steppingstone to more 

mainstreamed AI/ML process enablers. 

Supply Chain Control Tower 

We expect supply chain control tower capabilities directed at enhancing horizontal and 

vertical end-to-end visibility in either operational logistics or advanced and concurrent 

planning processes will garner added adoption over the next two years. We must caution 

readers to the differences of investing in enhanced end-to-end visibility vs. added 

synchronization of movements across product demand and supply networks. The latter will be 

part of a multi-layered data management and advanced analytics capability outlined in 

Prediction Six. 

Supply Chain Network Design and Simulation Capabilities 

We anticipate a renaissance in leveraged use of supply chain network design technology in 

areas of forward focused advanced analytics, simulation and scenario-driven supply chain 

planning, way beyond periodic use. A growing focus will be digital twin based simulation in 

order to ascertain what changes in supply network sourcing or inventory positioning will have 

the most beneficial impact to achieve needed business margin and profitability outcomes or 

in supplementing supply network resiliency or mitigating climate change events. 

 

2022 Prediction Eight: The Service Level Erosion and Cost Inflation Trends That Occurred 
Among Logistics and Transportation Modes in 2021 Are Unsustainable and Will Drive 
Remediation Actions With Various Consequences. 
 

Prediction Overview 

Global wide transportation costs increased at an unprecedented rate during 2021.  

The World Container Index, a measure of container shipping rates among eight major routes 

and published by Drewry Shipping Consultants, closed the year 2021 at a rate of $9,304 per 

TEU, reflecting a 113 percent year over increase from that of 2020. That cost does not 

include added fees incurred for congestion, container storage demurrage and other ancillary 

charges. A separate index published by Freightos indicated that the rate for shipping a 40-

foot container rose from $1,400 at the start of the pandemic, to over $11,000 in September of 

2021. Researchers at the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis determined that rates for 

moving goods by ocean container from China to the U.S. West Coast varied as much as 72 

percentage points to a peak in the third quarter of more than 50 percent above the long-term 

trend. Other routes of transport including air freight and trucking, have similarly risen by 

double-digit levels. An overlay to all modes of transport are double-digit annualized increases 
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in prices for diesel fuel and gasoline. These increased end user prices were well above and 

historical expectations. 

The U.S. Logistics Managers Index™, a monthly survey compiled by five logistics 

researchers at separate universities analyzing logistics and transportation indices, reported a 

value of 70.1 by December 2021 after starting 2021 at a value of 66.7. The headline of this 

report indicated that while growth was slightly moderating for inventory costs, warehousing 

utilization and warehousing leasing rates, growth levels were increasing at a pronounced rate 

for overall inventory levels. Looking toward 2022, report authors opined that the logistics 

crunch seems unlikely to end anytime soon with inventory levels, costs and warehouse prices 

each expected to grow even higher in 2022. The report authors called special attention to 

data indicating that some supply chains may now be carrying too much inventory, trading off 

higher inventory levels to hedge needs to stock-up for the typically high demand 2021 holiday 

period. 

Not all companies have the financial resources of an Amazon, Home Depot or Walmart for 

taking on direct control of logistics and transportation needs, including chartering ships, 

airlift and trucking capacity which occurred during the Q4-2021 holiday fulfillment period. 

Constant global wide transport disruptions leading to severely eroded service reliability, and 

consequent double-digit cost inflation impacted both large as well as small and medium 

businesses. The latter are the heart of employment and economic growth for many nations.  

With transportation cost increases expected to continue in 2022, and with carriers 

emboldened to continue to leverage their market power, manufacturers, retailers and other 

businesses are compelled to either pass along added costs in end-item price increases or seek 

offsetting cost decreases. As noted in Prediction Two of this Research Advisory, remediation 

efforts will include added efforts in alternative supply network sourcing and inventory 

management changes that limit the exposure to unsustainable transportation cost inflation. 

They will further include increased scrutiny and actions by business industry stakeholder 

groups and individual governments in updating regulatory frameworks and safeguards. 

Individual Predictions 

Specific multinational companies and online platform providers garnered added market 

dominance in 2021 at the market disadvantage of other companies, and especially small and 

medium sized businesses. With cost inflation increasingly garnering the attention of global 

economists and financial regulators, we anticipate a lot of pressure will be applied to 

maritime and surface transportation regulators to modernize ocean shipping regulatory 

measures or in some cases, clamp down on carrier market influence and capacity 

management market leverage in times of extreme supply and demand conditions globally. For 

nations such as the United States, the United Kingdom and the European Commission, 

governmental efforts and executive actions are already underway. As an example, the Ocean 
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Shipping Reform Act of 2021, which passed the U.S. House of Representatives in December 

2021 calls for a series of measures requested by a multiple stakeholder industry groups as a 

result of what occurred last year. We anticipate other governments to follow suite with such 

measures in various forms. 

We additionally predict that businesses and governments will seek means and methods for 

increasing the overall efficiency of inter-modal logistics movements with an eye toward a 

continuum of essential shipment and inventory information that must automatically flow 

across ocean, terminal, rail, and surface trucking software systems. This is an additional 

provision of the proposed U.S. legislation. 

As outlined in Prediction Seven, a lot of equity investment in technology providers focused on 

solving overall operational process and decision-making needs across transportation and 

logistics modes will continue in the coming year and will include bot new and existing players 

with deemed explosive market growth potential.  

Ripe with added cash, profits and investment equity, major shipping container lines will 

continue to undertake M&A actions during the coming year in order to accelerate either 

vertical or horizontal integration of business services and transport strategies. Targets will be 

areas of terminal services, electronic brokerage, logistics and last-mile fulfillment and 

logistics. Such actions are likely to include more elongated regulatory approval cycles with 

added geo-political dimensions. 

Businesses seeking to increase or enhance online business strategies will continue to face 

problematic decisions as to whether to contract all inventory management, order fulfilment 

and logistics services to online platform providers. The concern is in sacrificing direct 

customer intelligence as well as control and management of customer fulfillment and 

intelligence strategies without receiving meaningful benefits in enhanced information flows. 

We predict that Shopify and other alternative online platforms will garner added market 

growth because of such concerns. However, Shopify will have to resolve as to whether the 

platform will extend into direct logistics and customer fulfillment capabilities or continue 

with a strategy of fostering independent or contracted logistics services providers. 

We predict that the multi-year rate and surcharge increases, along with customer capacity 

restrictions in time of high volume, imposed by global parcel and logistics carriers, are also 

unsustainable. With consumer sentiment data continually reinforcing that online buyers 

determine buying decisions by availability of free or reasonable shipping charges, retailers 

and wholesalers will increasingly have little choice but to raise the monetary limits for free 

online shipping, as well as factor transportation inflation in the pricing of online products. 

This will additionally draw the attention of online and retail industry business groups, 

including added influences on government legislative bodies for capping rate increases. This 

will lead to inevitable decisions as to the competitive viability or added spin-off of national 
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postal systems in their ability to be a cost-effective service alternative for rural based and 

certain urban consumers.  

Businesses who elect to hedge transportation cost inflation by executing extended multi-year 

service contracts with ocean shipping or parcel carriers will need to be especially diligent to 

changes or safeguards to services provided over such a multi-year period, including future 

M&A and regulatory change impacts. Our belief is that such contracting actions need to be 

under the influence of senior procurement professionals or a business CFO. 

 

2022 Prediction Nine- The Increasing Impacts to Businesses Brought About by Climate Change 
and New CSR Imperatives Will Compel Businesses to Consider Accelerating Business 
Sustainability Focused Timetables. 
 

Perspectives 

The year 2021 provided a stark reminder that our planet is warming to a higher degree than 

scientists initially estimated. With added urgency among climate activists and the completion 

of the COP26 Global Climate Change Summit, businesses and governments face a more 

compelling timeline for mitigating the ongoing warming of the planet.  

Aon plc, a professional services firm, in its Climate & Catastrophe Insight: 2020 Annual 

Report published at the beginning of 2021, revealed that 416 natural catastrophic events in 

2020 resulted in economic losses of $268 billion –8 percent above the average annual losses 

for this century. Of this total, private sector and government-sponsored insurance programs 

covered $97 billion, creating a protection gap of 64 percent, the portion of economic losses 

not covered by insurance. 

Similar data was reinforced by a report from global re-insurer Munich Re indicating that 

insured losses from natural catastrophes totaled upwards of $120 billion in 2021. According to 

the report, the natural disasters occurring in the United States accounted for an unusually 

substantial portion of these 2021 losses. 

Since the year 2011, climate driven events have cost businesses more than $100 billion in six 

of those years.  

In August of 2021, the United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change issued a 

report with a stark warning, that the Earth is warming faster than previously estimated. 

According to this report’s findings, our planet has irreversibly warmed by an estimated 1.1 

degrees Celsius and is now careening toward breaching the 1.5 degree C level. Further 

warned is that unless there are immediate, rapid and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas 

emissions, limiting warming close to 1.5 degrees will be beyond reach.  
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The recently concluded United Nations COP 26 Climate Change Summit involving more than 

190 nations added a new urgency in accelerating the movement toward elimination of the 

burning of all fossil fuels and accelerating efforts to reduce direct and indirect global 

greenhouse gas emissions levels 50 percent by the year 2030. We have long advocated that 

supply chain sustainability efforts are components of business continuity and sustainability 

itself. 

With global supply chains accounting for an estimated 60 to 80 percent of global GHG 

emissions, there are added imperatives for industry supply chains and companies big and 

small to reexamine existing practices in the light of expected tougher policies globally, 

especially in areas of transportation, logistics and overall energy consumption. 

There is also a reality that technologies required to facilitate a net-zero economy are as yet 

not commercially viable. Hence, added investments and resource attention will have to be 

funneled in this area. A report published in October 2021 by HSBC Holdings and Boston 

Consulting Group estimates that global supply chains will require $100 trillion in investment 

to reach a goal of net zero carbon emissions over the next three decades.  

In this same area, ESG and corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices as applied to 

existing global sourcing strategies are increasingly being examined by corporate boards, 

investors and consumers in the favoring of brands and their commitments toward such goals. 

Governments have become more attuned to ESG and labor exploitation globally and the 

emergence of added legislation and oversight is now a real possibility. In 2021, the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) recruited an Advisor for Climate and ESG, 

reportedly as a prelude to enhance the agency’s focus on climate change disclosures by listed 

corporations. An added concern for the securities enforcement agency is that of corporate 

greenwashing, businesses committing to a net zero strategy by a certain date, with little or 

no substance to the action planning. 

 

Individual Predictions 

In the coming year, there will be needs to reexamine a company’s demand and supply 

networks under a context for balancing a more urgent need for reduced climate emissions, 

and in added efforts directed at corporate social responsibility practices across global supply 

networks. 

More and more, C-Level and boardroom executives will be assessed by a company’s overall 

commitment and progress toward achieving more aggressive sustainability goals. A new 

criteria most watched will be short and longer-term goals for leveraging alternative and more 

cleaner forms of energy with a consequent lower reliance on fossil fuels over the next one or 
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two decades. We predict that in 2022, there will be the initial manifestations of electric 

powered vehicles initially populating logistics networks. 

The COP 27 conference is expected to be held in Egypt in November 2022, and climate 

activists will continue to lobby nations to toughen up perceived shortfalls from the COP 26 

Glasgow Climate Pact and accelerating the timetables for eliminating global fossil fuel usage. 

Climate advocates expect the U.S. SEC to propose a mandatory climate risk disclosure rule in 

mid-2022 for public and business consultation. Legal observers anticipate that the action will 

be met with considerable scrutiny. If such directives are enacted, ESG efforts will move from 

that of collective reporting and benchmarking, to areas of enforcement and fiduciary 

reporting. That will have major consequences for future global supply network practices. 

One of the more significant stumbling blocks in achieving net-zero emissions is a perceived 

reality that many of the advanced technologies that can facilitate such needs are yet to be 

developed. Hence, the next 2-3 years will be a key test as to whether funding and investment 

can be garnered to develop required technologies to achieve zero emissions globally.  

Beginning in 2022, individual nations will become more active in legislative efforts in 

requiring that a complement of suppliers meet a broad range of ESG responsibility standards 

in order to do business in a particular country. In late December, President Joseph Biden 

signed into law the Uyghurs Forced labor Prevention Act (UFLPA) to add tougher restrictions 

to respond to purported human rights abuses against Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities in 

the Xinjiang Uyghurs Autonomous Region within China. The implication is that businesses 

must be able to clearly demonstrate that a product was produced free from the use of forced 

labor or human rights abuses. Other governmental actions directed at larger multinationals 

and their extended supply networks is expected legislation in 2022 from the European 

Commission directed at a mandatory supply chain due diligence law. The government of 

Germany is the process of implementing a Supply Chain Act requiring large employers to 

utilize their best efforts to prevent violations of human rights and to conduct audits of direct 

suppliers for suspected human rights violations. Other legislation proposals will likely emerge 

from other governments such as the United Kingdom.  

In the area of supply chain technology support, a more urgent ESG timetable will spur broader 

adoption of more advanced Cloud-based supply chain network design mapping technology 

tools with deeper multi-tier supply network analysis capabilities. External developments 

related to climate change urgency will further spur development efforts among Cloud based 

supply chain risk management mitigation platforms to increasingly factor the weighting and 

frequency of climate-driven natural disasters into supply chain risk identification and action 

needs.  
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2022 Prediction Ten: With Consumers and Businesses Expected to Continue to Fuel Added 

Growth in Online Commerce and More Timely Delivery Expectations, Fulfillment, Warehouse 

and Last Mile Logistics Capabilities Move Closer to End Customers. 

  
Perspective: 

The 2021 holiday fulfillment period provided ample evidence that consumers and businesses 

increasingly prefer online buying channels for the purchase of goods and the notions of highly 

advertised and marketed shopping holiday events are fading in favor of a continuous buying 

cycle motivated by buyer needs. Retailer Target’s CEO Brian Cornell has stated that there is 

now no off season in retail, that the retail industry needs to continue in foster the agility, 

flexibilities and adaptability on a week to week, or season to season basis.  

Amazon continues to set the benchmark for what online customers expect in an online 

experience, and that will continue in 2022. Throughout 2021, the online retailer deployed 

“mini-fulfillment centers” located in proximity to select U.S. cities, providing customers in a 

number of markets the ability to shop up to 3 million items and receive orders in only a few 

hours. At least 15 different U.S. metro areas are deployed for this capability. 

Other online retailers are increasingly leveraging online fulfillment in closer proximity to 

customers, either through fulfillment direct from local brick and mortar stores such as Target 

and Walmart, or the outright buying or leasing of industrial real estate in proximity to urban 

areas.  

In the midst of highly elongated and unreliable delivery performance in global shipping and 

surface networks, a further learning was that deep-pocketed online B2C or B2B fulfillment 

platform providers who had instilled direct control of customer fulfillment and last mile 

logistics, were better able to meet buyer expectations for service, reliability and delivery 

performance during the challenging Q4-2021 period. This included the ability to leverage 

custom shipping containers, charter various ocean-going vessels or air freight capacity to 

meet service commitment goals. That has reinforced a belief among investors that direct 

control of transportation and logistics are indeed table stakes for added online commerce 

growth and business resiliency.  

The year 2021 further added manifestations of reinforcing a brand experience with certain 

retailers electing to directly acquire online logistics and services providers. A prime example 

in 2021 was apparel retailer American Eagle Outfitters acquisition of two online logistics 

services providers, Quiet Logistics and AirTerra, in order to provide added scale, control and 

flexibilities provided by larger online providers such as Amazon. 

Individual Predictions 
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The shortage of online and in-store operational workers that occurred in 2021 will continue in 

the coming year and will be compounded by increased worker activism, specific labor union 

targeting efforts and added governmental scrutiny. This will force Amazon as well as other 

online platform providers to address root causes of high warehouse worker turnover cycles 

more seriously and come up with more cogent career and compensation paths for all 

employees. Not to do so will risk external influences by either labor union organizing or added 

governmental scrutiny. In the U.S. there remains a view that the Biden Administration will 

continue to take on a more labor rights focused agenda. 

As noted in Prediction Eight, the lessons of 2021 will especially compel small and medium 

sized online retailers to make major decisions as to whether to continue to contract complete 

online fulfillment capabilities among major platforms such as Amazon, Ebay or Walmart, and 

trade off access to customer buying intelligence, or continue to control elements of last mile 

fulfillment. While Shopify has been able grow at a rocket ship pace during the pandemic by 

catering to SMB and specialty retailer online presence, the platform will face added market 

pressures in 2022 for expanding its directly controlled online and last-mile fulfillment logistics 

services capabilities.  

The painful experience of exploding transportation and logistics costs in 2021 will further 

compel more retailers to evaluate and eventually source key products from more domestic or 

near-shored suppliers in order to preserve business margins.  

Amazon’s prediction that its logistics and last mile fulfillment capabilities will grow to be 

larger than that of FedEx and UPS is not boasting and will surely occur in 2022. We further 

predict that the online platform provider will expand the offering of its last mile fulfillment 

capabilities to other businesses, and other more niche focused smaller retailers. 

Across China, Alibaba and other online platforms such as jd.com will continue to experience 

increased scrutiny by government regulators and policymakers, especially in their competitive 

practices directed against existing retailers. Whether such external forces involve other 

countries, and their online providers remains uncertain.  

The manifestation of online micro-fulfillment centers will manifest further in areas of 

grocery, food, specialty apparel and other retail areas in the coming year. They will include 

the flexibility to convert dark stores to online fulfillment centers in times of anticipated 

seasonal sales volumes. 

In a similar vein, the coming year will accelerate notions of collaborative robotics technology 

directly interacting with warehouse workers, subsuming rather expensive end-to-end facility 

automation of fulfillment center options. Robotics technology will increasingly be applied to 

more complex order picking tasks involving identifying and grasping objects or required 

material handling movements in and out of buildings. 
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Summary Thoughts 

In summary, industry and global supply chains should anticipate another challenging year that 

will test the agility, adaptability and resiliency of product demand and supply networks. Areas 

of ongoing uncertainty, particularly those related to new variants of Covid-19 and consequent 

supply chain lead time and component shortages will require abilities to pivot supply chain 

response and mitigation strategies.  

 

The coming year provides a call to action for the reexamination of existing business 

processes, talent management, digital supply chain transformation and resiliency strategy 

needs.  

Throughout the coming year, The Ferrari Consulting and Research Group will be providing 

additional research insights and consulting services, along with timely updates within these 

prediction areas via our Supply Chain Matters presence. 

 

We once again extend our best wishes for a productive and successful year. 
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